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This paper aims to investigate, and contribute to both theoretical and practical advances in the 
systematization of FD, which supports the fast-moving revolution in university education. In order 
to do this, the paper will explain and set out in an orderly way the trends in the systematization of 
FD in Japan which is undergoing rapid transformations both in its quality and quantity. Amongst 
these, are the trends of the novel University Education Center, which the writer explains through 
his own experience as a member of such a center.  
First, the writer looks at the problem of defining FD from multiple viewpoints, drawing on a variety 
of field surveys. A broad overview has been taken of the problems and outcomes of various FD 
movements being developed in situ, as well as the strategic trends (reports, organizational reforms, 
financial backing) which have led the systematization of FD in Japan. In particular, it can be said 
that since the year 2000, all sorts of ‘good practice’ ventures have been collaborative challenges 
between universities and the government, with the greatly increased significance of FD systematic 
development. 
Secondly, the writer investigates another agent leading this systematization of FD, a new one found 
increasingly on our campuses, namely the University Education Center. In particular, focusing on 
national universities, we see from web-based surveys that although different universities may all be 
public institutions, their facilities and operating modes, as well as what is expected of each 
university, all differ depending on its scale. In particular, medium-sized all-round universities (that 
is, national universities in the provinces) often have a very small number of specialist teaching staff 
– often on fixed-term contracts – who have to perform an enormously wide variety of tasks. This 
puts them under great pressure, both physically and mentally. 
On the other hand, at the small end of the scale, there appear to be expectations to tackle 
field-specific FD with all hands on deck. Bearing in mind the overall trends, the writer conducted a 
case study of the FD systematization in his own Center. As well as confirming correspondences 
with the issues at various University Education Centers which have been pointed out, it leads to a 
consideration of what activities are required and what strategies effective. 
Finally, some consideration is given to the upcoming concerns of inter-university networking, and 
the various needs and possibilities within FD research. 
 

























































































































2007年4月  大学院課程における FDの義務化
2008年4月  授業の内容及び方法の改善を図るための組織的な研修及び研究を実施するも
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